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Introduction
Epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) is the second most common gynecological cancer, and, in 2012, was accountable for the deaths of 151.917 women worldwide [1] . As EOC causes few symptoms in its early stage, in approximately 75% of the patients disease has spread throughout the peritoneal cavity already at the time of diagnosis. Therapeutic success is dependent on two essential pillars: the achievement of optimal cytoreductive surgery (CRS) and the response to adjuvant chemotherapy [2] . Over the past decades the combination of a platinum and taxan based regimen has proved best response rates [3, 4] . A consolidation therapy after six cycles did not show improvement of survival so far [5] . Even after optimal CRS and complete response to adjuvant chemotherapy approximately two thirds of the patients experience progression of disease within 18 to 24 months [3] .
Age at diagnosis, tumor stage and the amount of residual disease after CRS are widely recognized as prognostic parameters influencing survival [6] . In cervical and anal cancer the duration of chemotherapy was reported to have a decisive effect on the patients' survival [7, 8] . In EOC data on the association between duration of chemotherapy and survival outcome are partially inconsistent. The role of relative dose intensity (RDI), the ratio between planned and received dose intensity, as prognostic marker for survival was investigated by several authors. An older study thereby could not find an association between RDI and survival [9] . Yet, more recently, RDI of less than 70% and 85% was reported to be associated with shorter progression-free survival (PFS) by two studies [10, 11] , and in addition with shorter overall survival by a third study [12] . Only one study reported on the investigation of the role of a delay of the duration of chemotherapy separately from dose reduction. This study found no association between delay of chemo-duration or dose reduction and the patients' survival [13] .
Otherwise the impact of the duration of adjuvant chemotherapy on the course of EOC has not been sufficiently investigated. We performed this study to evaluate the prognostic significance of the duration of adjuvant chemotherapy on survival in patients with EOC.
Material and Methods Patients
By using the electronic gynecologic oncology registry we retrospectively identified all patients with pathologically confirmed epithelial ovarian, fallopian tube, and primary peritoneal cancer (EOC) treated at the Medical University of Vienna between 1996 and 2010. Patients' records were reviewed to identify all patients who were initially treated with CRS followed by six completed cycles of adjuvant intravenous chemotherapy combining carbo-/cisplatin with pacli-/ docetaxel. Patients were excluded from analyses if they had non-epithelial or borderline histology, if they were treated by neoadjuvant or intraperitoneal chemotherapy, if they received more or less than six cycles of chemotherapy, and if regimens other than a platinum and taxan combination were used. Clinical and pathological data were extracted from the respective electronic and paper-based patients' records.
Clinical management
All included patients were treated by upfront CRS and staged according to 1988 FIGO (International Federation of Gynecologists and Obstetricians) guidelines [14] . In all patients, total hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and omentectomy were performed. In FIGO stages Ia to Ic pelvic and paraaortic lymph node staging were performed. In FIGO stages II and above, only suspicious lymph nodes were removed. Furthermore, in early stages peritoneal biopsies were taken. In advanced stages cytoreductive surgery was done as appropriate with the goal to remove all visible disease. All patients received six cycles of a 21 days regimen of adjuvant intravenous chemotherapy combining carbo-/cisplatin with pacli-/docetaxel. The duration of chemotherapy was measured from the day of first given dose to the day of last given dose. A total chemo-duration of 15 weeks (5 x 21 days) was thereby considered as optimal time frame.
After completion of treatment, follow-up visits including clinical examination and serological tumor marker evaluation were scheduled four times a year for years one to three, twice a year for years four to six, and once a year for years seven to ten. Pelvic ultrasound examination and computed tomography of thorax and abdomen were performed once a year or when clinically indicated. If patients did not present for scheduled follow-up visits administrative personnel or nurses contacted them.
Statistical analysis
Values are given as means (standard deviation [SD]) or medians (interquartile range [IQR]) as appropriate.
Independent Samples Kruskal-Wallis test was used to assess the association between the median chemo-duration and clinico-pathological parameters.
For survival analyses we assigned patients to risk groups according to the duration of delay of total chemo-duration. No or up to 2 days delay was considered as "optimal reference". Additional groups were delays of total chemo-duration of 3 to 8, 9 to 19, and more than 19 days. These groups were in alignment with the quartiles of distribution of chemo-duration within the study population.
Survival probabilities were calculated by the product limit method of Kaplan and Meier. Differences between groups were tested using the log-rank test. The results were analyzed for the endpoints of progression-free (PFS), cancer-specific (CSS), and overall survival (OS). For PFS events were defined as the date of progression. For CSS events were defined as cancerrelated death. For OS events were defined as cancer-related death and death due to any cause. Patients who were still alive were censored with the date of last follow-up. Multivariable Cox regression models were performed to adjust the effects of the delay of chemo-duration to the FIGO tumor stage (FIGO IV vs. III vs. II vs. I), the histological grading (G3 vs. G2 vs. G1), and the patients' median age ( 58 vs. > 58 years).
Results of univariate and multivariable survival analyses are given as p-value (hazard-ratio [HR] and 95% confidence interval [95%CI]). P-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. We used the statistical software SPSS 16.0 for Mac (SPSS 16.0.1, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) for statistical analysis.
Institutional review board
The present study was approved by the institutional review board, the Ethics-Committee of the Medical University of Vienna (Project # 266/2010). Since this is a retrospective study informed consent was not requested by the institutional review board. The patient data was de-identified and handled in accordance with ethical standards of good scientific practice.
Results

Patients' characteristics
We could identify 492 patients who were treated for ovarian, fallopian tube and primary peritoneal cancer in the years 1996 to 2010 at the Medical University of Vienna, Austria. The flowchart in Fig 1 depicts reasons for excluding patients from the present study (Fig 1) . A total of 165 patients were finally eligible and therefore included into the present analyses.
Pathological and treatment associated results are listed in Table 1 . The patients' median age was 58 years (IQR 49-64). The median duration of six completed cycles of chemotherapy (total chemo-duration) was 113 days (IQR 107-124 days). In 47 patients (28.5%) all six cycles could be administered with either no or only up to 2 days delay from the optimal time frame of 15 weeks. A delay of total chemo-duration of 3 to 8 days was noted in 38 patients (23%), of 9 to 19 days in 40 patients (24.2%), and of more than 19 days in 45 patients (24.2%). A delay of a chemo-cycle for at least one or ! 2 weeks was noted in 20 (12.1%) and 14 (8.4%) patients for cycle 2, in 14 (8.4%) and 9 (5.4%) for cycle 3, in 11 (6.7%) and 13 (7.8%) for cycle 4, in 14 (8.4%) and 6 (3.6%) for cycle 5, and in 15 (9.1%) and 21 (12.7%) for cycle 6, respectively. Reasons for delay of chemo cycles were given in 74 out of 137 cases of chemo-delay. These reasons comprised haematotoxicity (thrombocytopenia, neutropenia, neutropenic fever) in 45 (32.8%), impairment of wound healing in 6 (4.4%), surgical complications (ileus, bowel perforation, fistula) in 5 (3.6%), urinary tract infection in 2 (1.5%), nephrotoxicity in 2 (1.5%), liver toxicity in 1 (0.7%), venous thrombosis in 1 (0.7%), other medical conditions in 10 (7.2%), and patient wish in 2 cases (1.5%). For the residual 63 cases, organizational issues or patient wish are assumed, as medical conditions would have been annotated. In one patient the dose of carboplatin and paclitaxel was reduced to 75% for cycles 3 to 6. All other patients received the full dose.
Association between total chemo-duration and clinico-pathological parameters
Results of comparisons between median total chemo-duration and clinico-pathological parameters are given in Table 2 . We could not show an association between prolonged total chemo-duration and FIGO tumor stage. Yet, prolonged total chemo-duration was associated with the amount of postoperative residual disease (p<0.001) and the patients' age (p = 0.03).
Association between total chemo-duration and survival
For survival analyses we assigned patients to the above defined risk groups according to the amount of delay of total chemo-duration. We compared survival outcome of patients in the three risk groups "3 to 8 days", "9 to 19 days", and "more than 19 days" to the group "0 to 2 days" delay as reference. A delay of total chemo-duration of 3-8 days was associated with shorter PFS in uni-and multivariable analyses, and with shorter CSS in uni-, but not multivariable analysis. A delay of 9 days or more was significantly associated with shorter PFS, CSS, and OS in univariate survival analyses. Furthermore, this effect remained significant after adjustment to the effects of other prognostic parameters, such as FIGO tumor stage, histological grading, and the patients' age. Detailed results of uni-and multivariable survival analyses including hazard ratios, 95% confidence intervals, and p-values are given in Table 3 . Furthermore, Kaplan Meier curves for PFS, CSS, and OS for patients stratified to the three risk groups are depicted in Fig 2. When postoperative residual disease was added to the multivariable survival analyses only residual disease (< 5mm vs. 5-9mm vs. ! 10mm) and FIGO tumor stage remained significantly associated with PFS, CSS and OS (data not shown). However, these analyses comprised a subgroup of 108 patients only, who had data on postoperative residual disease available. In order to assess if the presence of a medical condition for delay of chemo-duration had an impact on survival outcome we compared patients with an underlying medical condition and those without in the subgroup of patients with a delay of at least nine days. We thereby did not find differences between the two groups for PFS, CSS and OS (p = 0.7, p = 0.9, p = 0.7, respectively). 
Discussion
The present study evaluates the impact of the duration of an adjuvant intravenous chemotherapy on the prognosis of patients with epithelial ovarian, peritoneal or fallopian tube cancer. Our data reveal an association between a prolonged duration of chemotherapy and a shortened progression-free, cancer-specific, and overall survival. A delay of total chemo-duration of 9 days or more is thereby associated with a significantly higher risk of progression, of dying from EOC, and of dying from EOC or any other cause, even after adjustment to other prognostic parameters. Moreover, even a short-term delay seems to already negatively affect PFS. To our knowledge this is the first study showing a prolonged duration of adjuvant chemotherapy to be independently associated with PFS, CSS and OS in patients with EOC. The current mainstay of treatment of patients with EOC is surgical resection followed by six cycles of an adjuvant chemotherapy combining a platinum (carboplatin or cisplatin) and a taxan (paclitaxel or docetaxel) agent. Due to side effects or organizational reasons chemotherapy cycles are often delayed leading to a prolongation of treatment duration. In patients with breast cancer and lymphoma a prolongation of duration and dose reduction of adjuvant chemotherapy are known to have an adverse effect on patients' survival [15, 16] . In patients with EOC data are controversial. Several studies have been published, describing a RDI of less than 70% or less than 85% to be associated with shorter PFS [10] [11] [12] . A recently published Australian study (n = 351) thereby revealed a reduced RDI of <70% to be associated with not only PFS but also OS, even after adjustment to the effects of other prognostic parameters [12] .
Only one retrospective study (n = 157) investigated the effect of a delay of chemo-duration separately from dose reduction on patients' survival [13] . In contrast to our results, this study could not find an association between delay of chemo-duration and OS. We assume this inconsistency is due to differences in treatment and the patients' collective itself. By comparing the survival curves of patients without delay of chemo-duration, 2-year PFS was 79.6% in our study compared to 20% in the study by Nagel et al. This reflects the fact that only patients with FIGO stages III and IV were included in the study by Nagel et al. However, the majority of patients in our study (68.6%) presented with advanced stage EOC as well. Furthermore, the effects of the delay of chemo-duration remained significant even after adjustment to the effects of FIGO stages, inter alia.
The optimal dose and schedule of chemotherapy in patients with EOC is not yet fully clarified. Recently published prospective trials tried to answer the question on a possible advantage of dose dense chemotherapy [17, 18] . A Japanese study thereby revealed a prolongation of progression free and overall survival after dose dense chemotherapy compared to a three-weekly regimen [17] . Stratification subgroup analyses in the Japanese study showed that the greatest benefit was achieved in patients with residual disease of 1cm or more and who had serous or other histology (not clear-cell or mucinous). Does this indicate that it is primarily the group of sub-optimally operated patients that could eventually benefit or take a disadvantage of variations in adjuvant treatment protocol? Furthermore population-based differences and genetic polymorphisms seem to play a role in pharmacokinetics and effectiveness of chemotherapeutic agents [18, 19] .
By comparing chemotherapy-duration to clinico-pathological parameters we could show that the presence of at least 5mm residual disease is associated with a prolonged duration of chemotherapy. This indirectly reflects the patients' general well-being's influence on the feasibility of adjuvant chemotherapy. It is yet unclear whether a shorter chemo-duration is only a surrogate parameter for better surgical outcome or if shorter gaps between chemotherapy cycles themselves influence the patients' prognosis. Furthermore, we found chemo-duration to be significantly prolonged in patients older than 58 years of age when compared to younger patients. This might reflect difficulties for the administration of chemotherapy in the elderly cancer patient [20] .
Interestingly, not even one third of the patients received adjuvant chemotherapy in the optimal time frame. The main reasons for treatment delays were hematologic toxicities, followed by postoperative complications associated to the primary cytoreductive surgery. Assessment of risk factors for hematologic toxicities such as neutropenia should be performed in every patient prior to chemotherapy. In selected patients at high risk of neutropenia a prophylactic treatment with a granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) should be considered according to international recommendations [21] . Yet, for nearly half of the patients, who had delay, the reasons were not assessable. Organizational issues and individual patient's wish might be assumed in these cases. Based on the results of the present study, a recommendation for a more diligent scheduling of the respective chemotherapy cycle is warranted.
In order to rule out the possibility of delay of chemo-duration being a surrogate marker for the underlying medical condition we compared survival outcome between patients with and those without known underlying medical conditions. We did not find a difference in survival between the two groups. However, the results of our data cannot exclude a possible independent effect on the patients' survival outcome of an individual medical condition. As characteristic for a retrospective design our study has several shortcomings, such as lack of random assignment, patient selection, and incomplete data acquisition. We did not take dose adjustment into consideration. Yet, only in one patient a dose reduction was annotated. By excluding all patients who received any other treatment than primary surgery followed by six completed cycles of adjuvant chemotherapy with a combination of platinum and taxan, we have possibly created a selection bias. However, the homogeneity achieved adds an important qualitative component to our study, and fairly compensates for shortcomings in considering dose intensity.
In addition, thanks to our institution's standardized follow-up program the present study benefits from a long follow-up period of a median of 54 months and an accurate evaluation of progression and cancer-specific mortality.
In conclusion, the present study suggests a prolonged duration of adjuvant chemotherapy after primary surgery to adversely affect PFS, CSS and OS in patients with EOC. According to our results, a delay of the total duration of adjuvant chemotherapy of more than 9 days should be avoided whenever possible. We thereby contribute to the relatively small amount of literature on the role of duration of chemotherapy in patients with EOC available. Yet larger studies are required to validate our results.
